Japanese Historical Maps (Digital)
Presentations and a Hands-on Workshop

Lecturer: Hisayuki (Yuki) Ishimatsu
Japanese Collections at the East Asian Library
University of California, Berkeley

Through the state of the art digital mapping technology, you will travel from the past to the present. UC Berkeley and David Rumsey, Founder of Cartography Associates, have created an online database of more than 900 historical maps. The software, *Insight*, lets you manipulate the database and juxtapose or superimpose maps and satellite images. Now they are teaming up with Google Earth to project 3D images of early maps over satellite images. UC Berkeley's Yuki Ishimatsu will take you to this exciting trip. For those who are pre-registered (limit to 10 people) can learn the software in a separate hands-on workshop.

Recommended for anybody who is interested in or majoring in:
Maps, Asia, Digitization, GIS, Online software, Japanese Studies, Chinese studies, Korean studies, Asian Studies, Geography, History, Anthropology, Computer Science

<December 5 (Tues)>
Presentation I*: 10:00 am ~ 11:30 am
(Hamilton Library Room 113)

<December 6 (Wed)>
Hands-on Workshop: 10:00 am ~ 11:30 am
(Hamilton Library Room A-156)
Limit to 10 people
Pre-registration required.
Email: japancol@hawaii.edu
Presentation II*: 1:30 pm ~ 3:00 pm
(Hamilton Library Room 113)
Reception: 3:30 pm ~ 5:00 pm
(Tokioka Room: Moore Hall 319)

*Note: Presentation I & II will be the identical sessions.

Sponsored by
North American Coordinating Council on Japanese Library Resources (NCC)
Center for Japanese Studies, University of Hawaii at Manoa
University of Hawaii at Manoa Library

Exciting trip to the world via digital time machine!!!